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Release Information 

QSAN is pleased to announce the release of QSAN XN3000/5000/7000/8000 firmware 

V3.2.3, the latest firmware for the following QSAN NAS products: 

⚫ Systems: XN3000/5000/7000/8000 

New Features and Enhancements 

 NFS mount permission setting follows client’s default setting(22700) 

 Add share link copy button for easy link copy and paste(22800) 

 User can remove multiple failed tasks in background task by a one-click 

button(22703) 

 When there are WORM folder/file protected in share folder, reject the delete 

request and pop up a message to inform user(22523) 

 In File Manager, only admin has the permission to empty share folder recycle 

bin(21954) 

 Support WD Data 60/102 JBOD 

Issue Fixes 

 Fixed issues that Windows previous version folder is not accessible 

sometimes(22643, 22663) 

 Fixed an issue that sometimes excel file is not opened as read-only mode when the 

same file has been open from another client PC(22768) 

 Fixed an issue that sometimes admin cannot set up AD domain user and group 

permission at share folder page from web Ui(22678) 

 Fixed an issue that XMirror fails to sync file when ‘Maximum number of version’ is 

set to 0(22771) 

 Fixed an issue that replica task still fails even after the max snapshot limit is set to a 

larger number(22737) 

 Fixed an issue that an automatically deleted file goes to recycle bin even if the 

retention policy is ‘delete permanently’(22666) 

 Fixed an issue that Rsync transmission progress may show 0% after transmission 

starts(22695) 

 Fixed an issue that LUN masking may fail sometimes for virtual volume(22859) 
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 Fixed an issue that transfer log for CIFS may show incorrect read record 

sometimes(22814) 

 Fixed issues that permission on USB share folder is abnormal sometimes(22793, 

22830) 

 Fixed issues that sometimes admin may fail to log in to FTP after joined AD/LDAP 

domain(22732, 22895) 

 Fixed an issue that in file manager, user home is not showed when username  

contains only numbers(22561) 

 Fixed an issue that after user home re-create, admin may have no permission to 

access user home(22791) 

 Fixed an issue that user may not have read permission after Read-only permission is 

granted to corresponding group(22775) 

 Fixed an issue that sometimes when users upload files from file manager, the task 

may not have record in background task window(22731) 

 Fixed an issue that sometimes web UI log in fail when there are too many 

connection(22471) 

 Fixed an issue that AD domain user home may not accessible(22932) 

 Fixed an issue that users can still upload file to file manager after the user quota 

reach the limit(22801) 

 Fixed an IE compatibility issue(22730) 

 

Companion Software 

  3000 5000 7000 8000 

XFinder 1.1.1 1.1.1 1.1.1 1.1.1 

XInsight 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 1.0.0 

 


